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ABSTRACT

Pore clogging with Brownian particles is of wide interest in filtration processes. We perform experiments where model sub-micrometric pores are clogged using a Brownian suspension. We study the influence of the ionic strength on the clog formation dynamics. The erosion/drag force competition is also studied using a crossflow in the inlet channel. The way the clogs disintegrate after the clogging process provides some information about their structure, which can be composed of two or three “layers” – labile or not.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper reports new results about model pores clogging with strongly Brownian particles. The accumulation of particles in a porous media is a complex process which involves DLVO, steric and hydrodynamic interactions. The clogging phenomenon may occur in inkjet printers or numerous other applications such as water filtration through a membrane. While the fouling of a membrane at the macroscopic scale is well understood, the investigations at the pore scale are still at their beginning [1]. Very recent works have used model microchannels to study the effect of different parameters, such as ionic strength or Péclet number (advection/diffusion competition) on the clogging of pores at the micrometer scale [2-4]. The sub-micron dimensions are still unexplored in spite of strong specificities (Brownian motion, system size comparable to scales of interaction), and relevance (0.2 µm being a typical industrial pore size). In this context, we study the clogging/unclogging of silicon-glass channels with Brownian particles. We focus particularly on the influence of ionic strength and the building/erosion processes using a crossflow imposed in the inlet microchannel.

EXPERIMENTAL

We use silicon-etched micro-fabricated channels, covered with a borosilicate wafer. The design (see figure 1) consists of two microchannels connected by ten smaller “nanochannels” 10µm wide, 50µm long and 860nm deep. We inject a suspension of latex fluorescent beads of diameter 250nm with a volume fraction $\Phi=4 \times 10^{-5}$. The ionic strength ($I$) is fixed using a buffer (phosphate buffered saline). A pressure drop $\Delta P$ is imposed between the two microchannels to allow particles to cross the nanochannels. The clog formation and disintegration processes are captured by fluorescence microscopy. Figure 2 shows clogs built at the entrance of the nanochannels.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.4\textwidth]{chip_design.png}
\caption{Chip design with a zoom on the nanochannels (red). Microchannels are blue-colored.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.4\textwidth]{clog_picture.png}
\caption{Picture of clogs at the entrance of 860nm deep nanochannels delimited by red lines.}
\end{figure}

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The time evolution of clogs at different pressure drops is presented in figure 3 for an ionic strength $I = 0$ mM (no assays salts). For the lower pressure drops ($\Delta P = 10$ and 15 mbar) we observe a regular growth of the clog then a saturation, whereas for higher $\Delta P$ (20 mbar) the saturation is replaced by a slow growth. The kink point appears when the drag forces become lower than the high repulsive ones – due to surface charge effects at low ionic strength. The difference between saturation and slow growth could result from the competition between drag forc-
es and Brownian diffusion. Study of the clog breakdown when the pressure drop returns to zero shows that the external part of the clog is labile: the hydrodynamic forces are not enough compared to electrostatic repulsions to stick all the particles to the walls or to other particles. The absence of saturation of the clog size when the pressure drop is large enough is the consequence of the appearance of a third “layer” of the clog with a particle concentration rise as visible on the insets figure 3.

Figure 4 compares size of the clog region with and without crossflow in the inlet microchannel for the same pressure drop through the nanochannels and for \( I = 3 \text{mM} \). No saturation is visible without crossflow because of the ionic strength: repulsive interactions are screened. The saturation visible when a crossflow is imposed is due to the competition between drag forces and erosion.

![Figure 3: Clog size time evolution at I=0mM. The insets represent a picture of two clogs.](image)

![Figure 4: Clog size time evolution with and without crossflow.](image)

CONCLUSION

Using these microfluidic devices we can understand better the clogging at the pore scale with Brownian particles within the filtration context. Various parameters are involved in the clogging dynamics, such as pressure drop, ionic strength or crossflow. The more the pressure drop, the faster the clog grows. Due to surface charge screening, the clog does not seem to saturate when ionic strength is increased. Saturation of the clog size appears when the repulsive forces are high \( (I = 0\text{mM}) \) or if there is a crossflow in the inlet microchannel. This is related to Brownian motion/drag forces and erosion/drag forces competitions respectively. Clogs are organized with a lower layer of stuck particles and another layer of repulsive glass. In certain conditions a polarization layer consisting of a high-concentration suspension can appear.
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